
Hello supporters of Access Equestrian!
I am Jewish, so I will be making my appeal directly to you, rather than a

letter to some silly non-existent elf my friends all blindly believe in. Even
my best friend Matteo, who is a thoroughbred and therefore intelligent,
believes in Santa. I just can’t understand it.

I live very close to the feedroom so I see our meals when they are ready
to serve. Each of us has feed buckets in a specific color that our meals are
prepared in. Coco’s buckets are looking awfully tired these days. Can you
please get some new orange buckets for him?

Matteo has alerted me to a couple of omissions on Audrey’s part.Typical warmblood brain! She
asked for new water buckets but forgot to ask for some of those green scrubbing pads to keep them
clean! What good are they if they are not kept clean? If you get us some, those who serve us can
keep them sparkling all year long. Audrey also forgot to ask for spray bottles for the fly spray!
Spray bottles have a very irritating way of working for a month and then just quitting. It takes
several to get us through the summer. If you could please buy us lots more spray bottles, it should
be enough to get us through next summer.

We could also use new pitchforks and brooms. I have been told that I must ask since I always
have the messiest stall. I resent this very much! I consider my stall to be a work of art that I must
recreate every night because the foolish humans keep “fixing” it. Why can’t they understand that
my stall is exactly as I want it? The fools who destroy my artwork would like new pitchforks and
brooms to assist with their “fixing”.

I have also recently observed a rather curious ritual that occurs every afternoon. The humans
take two plastic balls that look like giant soccer balls with holes, stuff them full of hay, and bring
them to Mouse and William. I think they are called hay balls and hay comes out when you play
with them! I have heard the humans talking about needing two more hay balls. Maybe if I promise
to stop making such a work of art out of my stall one of them will be for me!

Happy holidays,

Junio�
P.S. Matteo is planning to leave milk and cookies out for Santa. If you’d like some free milk and cookies
in the company of horses, just come by the barn on Christmas Eve!
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